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C O N T E N T S

E L E M E N T A R Y

O F

E A R L Y

T A B L E

1

PRE–GRADES K–3
|

children’s workshop
Experience the never-ending fun and excitement
of learning through play! Teachers gently guide and
facilitate a joyful
learning process
children’s
through a series
workshop
__________________________
of interrelated
discoveries
June 6 – July 15
about the world.
pre-K
(must be age 5 by 8/31/22)
Through a
tuition: $2195
wide variety of
experiential and
8 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.
interdisciplinary
activities, young
learners explore
math, science,
reading,
language,
writing, and
creativemovement
activities.

F U L L – D AY C A M P S

PRE – K

NEVER-ENDING

FUN

Teachers gently guide and facilitate
a joyful learning process.

experience
never-ending fun

F A C U L T Y Jennice Coté, Director | Chelsea Smith | Daniela Stromberg

2

PRE–GRADES K–3

camps for boys & girls
PRE 1 – 3

Join us for fun-ﬁlled days of great “kid work,” where
every day is a new adventure! We’ll engage in a
wide variety of activities while playing to learn in
cooperative and
collaborative
all star day camp
ways. Activities
_______________________
include arts &
June 6 – July 15
crafts projects,
pre-grades 1–3
group sports,
tuition: $1095
and traditional
8 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.
and cooperative
games. Sports
and recreational
activities include
gym activities,
group sports,
swimming,
group skits,
theme days,
and celebrations.

F A C U L T Y Stephanie Davy | Leo Ural

FUN-FILLED

D AY S

Activities include art projects, group sports,
and traditional and cooperative games.

F U L L – D AY C A M P S

|

all star day camp

You may add up to two pull-out classes to your child’s
day. (Class tuition will be added to Camp tuition.)

Bring a sack lunch and a water bottle each day—
and wear sunscreen, a hat, and athletic shoes.
Campers are supervised by well qualiﬁed high-school
and college student counselors under the close guidance
of Camp Directors. Camp groups are age-appropriate
and separated by gender (1:5 staff-to-camper ratio).
Our schedule remains ﬂexible and is contingent upon
weather and appropriate health guidelines.

3

AND

PRE–GRADES K–3

FUN

ENGAGING

Hands-on and project-based learning support
skills acquisition and learning retention.

|

great explorations!

Great Explorations! Camp helps kids get their
mojo back with plenty of fun and engaging play,
active learning,
and just the
great
right amount
explorations!
of academic
_______________________
enrichment.
June 6 – July 15
We’ll combine
pre-grades 1–3
organized
tuition: $2195
games and
8 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.
recreational
activities with
three daily
pull-out rotations
of reading and
writing, math,
and an additional
subject area.
Sports and
(continued on next page)

F A C U L T Y Jimmy Romero | Deandra Pierre-Louis

G R E AT E X P L O R AT I O N S !

SAMPLE SCHEDULES
EACH SCHEDULE INCLUDES 3 ENRICHMENT COURSES

BOYS COHORT 1
PERIOD

PRE-GRADE 2

GIRLS COHORT 1
PRE-GRADE 2

1

Atomic Readers + Writers
> Diana Heimer

Camp Activities

2

Math Explorations 2
> Carmen Mares

Atomic Readers + Writers
> Diana Heimer

3

Camp Activities

Math Explorations 2
> Carmen Mares

4

Camp Activities

Camp Activities

Supervised Lunch

Supervised Lunch

5

Camp Activities

Camp Activities

6

Dot Dot Art >
Regina Potis/Tiny Ivey

Camp Activities

lunch

7

Camp Activities

F U L L – D AY C A M P S

camps for boys & girls

PRE 1 – 3

Dot Dot Art >
Regina Potis/Tiny Ivey

All Learning Pods include reading and writing, math, and one
period of additional enrichment. For a course list by grade level,
see ENRICHMENT GREAT EXPLORATIONS! (next page).
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PRE 1 – 3

recreational activities include traditional and
cooperative games, gym activities, group sports,
swimming, group skits, theme days, and celebrations.
Bring a sack lunch and a water bottle each day—
and wear sunscreen, a hat, and athletic shoes.
Campers are supervised by well qualiﬁed high-school and
college student counselors under the close guidance of
Camp Directors. Camp groups are age-appropriate and
separated by gender (1:5 staff-to-camper ratio).
Our schedule remains ﬂexible and is contingent upon
weather and appropriate health guidelines.

Atomic Readers + Writers
Diana Heimer: Atomic Readers & Writers 1–3
Our love of language comes to life as we explore
the wonderful world of reading and writing with
an emphasis on word-attack skills, phonics,
comprehension, and oral reading.
Math Explorations
Carmen Mares: Math 1–2
Robyn Vines Smith: Math 3
Through lots of fun, hands-on activities, we’ll
review and reinforce the math concepts you
learned during the school year (weeks 1–2),
then extend and build on what we’ve learned as
we introduce next-level concepts (weeks 3–6).

F U L L – D AY C A M P S

|

great explorations! (continued)

PRE–GRADES K–3

E N R I C H M E N T G R E AT E X P L O R AT I O N S !

Rhythm & Moves
Soﬁa Jensen: Rhythm & Moves 1
We’ve got the rhythm, the music—and the
moves! We’ll laugh, move, and learn as we focus
on communicating through body movement,
exploring and expanding movement possibilities
and skills in fun and joyful ways!
Dot Dot... Show Me What You Got!
Regina Potis & Tina Ivey: Dot Dot 2–3
Nurture your inner artist as we create beautiful
works of art using pointillism (i.e., tiny, distinct dots
of color to form images). We’ll investigate famous
artists such as George-Pierre Seurat, Paul Signac,
and Charles Angrand; discover patterns, symmetry,
balance, shades, and color; and explore a variety
of materials!
F A C U L T Y Jimmy Romero | Deandra Pierre-Louis
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DISCOVERY

PRE–GRADES K–3

&

Students enjoy daily grade-level
reading and math instruction.

|

learning wheel
discovering friends around the world
PRE 1 – 2

Happiness ﬂows in a circular motion during our
amazing journey of discovery and international
travel! We’ll explore the wondrous world around
us—and the imaginary world within. Through
cross-curricular, hands-on investigations in art,
math, language, geography, movement, music,
reading, and
writing, we’ll
learning wheel
explore people
_______________________
across the
June 6 – July 15
globe. As we
pre-grades 1–2
“play to learn”
tuition: $1260
in our nurturing
periods 1 – 4
and joyful
8:10 a.m.–12:05 p.m.
environment,
we’ll build
conﬁdence in
skills critical
to academic
success!

Passport to Reading & Writing 1 & 2
Our love of language comes to life as we explore
the wonderful world of reading and writing
with an emphasis on word-attack skills, phonics,
comprehension, and oral reading.

H A L F – D AY C A M P S

JOURNEY

Math Explorations 1 & 2
Through lots of fun, hands-on activities, we’ll
review and reinforce the math concepts you
learned during the school year (weeks 1–2), then
extend and build on what we’ve learned as we
introduce next-level concepts (weeks 3–6).
Additional Subject Rotations
From art and cooking to movement and music,
we’ll experience the world around us through a
variety of lenses and senses. Engaging and exciting
learning extensions ignite creativity, curiosity, and
wonder—and promote a love of learning and
discovery.

F A C U L T Y Alexa Grodner, Art | Patricia Chavez, Reading & Writing | Lauren Coons, Music/Movement | Milagro Tognoni, Math
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discovering the world around us

PRE 1 – 2

Full STEAM ahead as we “play to learn” in our joyful,
nurturing environment! As we explore science,
technology, engineering, the arts, and math, we’ll
investigate, discover, and celebrate connections
between the
disciplines.
full steam ahead!
We’ll extend our
________________________
learning of core
June 6 – July 15
subjects with
pre-grades 1–2
music, movement,
tuition: $995
dance, and art.
periods lunch – 7
Throughout our
12:05–3:30 p.m.
journey together,
Campers share a supervised
we’ll encourage
lunch period together at
inquiry and
the beginning of camp.
discovery—and
emphasize critical
21st-century skills
such as curiosity,
collaboration,
innovation,
and creativity.

A is for Arts!
From art and cooking to movement and music, we’ll
experience the world around us through a variety
of lenses and senses. Engaging and exciting learning
extensions ignite creativity, curiosity, and wonder—
and promote a love of learning and discovery.

F A C U L T Y Alexa Grodner, Art | Lauren Coons, Music/Movement | Desiree Vargas, TinkerLab

PRE–GRADES K–3
|
H A L F – D AY C A M P S

full steam ahead!

TinkerLab
Join us for a BIG THINK in the TinkerLab as we
explore amazing ideas across a variety of scientiﬁc
ﬁelds! During our weekly themes—from Trains,
Planes, and Automobiles and Mistakes That Changed
the World (Incredible Inventions) to Make it Move!
(Power) and Use the Force! (Energy)—we’ll celebrate
lots of “Eureka!” and “Ah-Hah!” moments as we
ﬁnd answers and solutions to our questions!

Be sure to bring a sack
lunch and a water
bottle each day—and
wear sunscreen, a hat,
and athletic shoes.

7

PRE–GRADES K–3

&

EXPLORATION

Foster not only curiosity and creativity
but a lifetime of deep and abiding joy.

|

jr academy for the arts
the joy of creative self-expression
PRE 1 – 3

Heart, brain, and abilities stretch as we explore drama,
dance, music, and art! We’ll grow our possibility
thinking, generate lots of ideas, expand our imaginations,
and (we hope!)
ignite a lifelong
jr academy for
love of the arts.
the arts
_______________________
Our nurturing,
supportive, and
June 6 – July 15
joyful environment
pre-grades 1–3
tuition: $1260
emphasizes
process over
periods 1 – 4
product as we
8:10 a.m.–12:05 p.m.
experiment,
innovate,
and create!
S AV E T H E D AT E

for our Presentation
of Learning on
Thursday, July 14
5:30 p.m.

Joy of Music & Song
Enjoy music in all sorts of wonderful ways as we
sing, listen, dance, move, make instruments, and
play rhythm instruments! Each week we’ll practice
all kinds of music, from pop music and folk songs
to singing games and silly songs.
Story Theatre
Come play in the wonderful world of literary
imagination! Using favorite children’s stories and
original scripts, we’ll explore our unique and
creative personalities through fun and playful
theatre games and exercises.

H A L F – D AY C A M P S

CREATION

Beginning Ceramics
Learn the basics of ceramics as we explore the
possibilities of clay! We’ll discover hand-building,
ﬁring, glazing (and more!) as we create vessels,
animals, people, and LOTS of beautiful ceramic art.
Hippity Hop Dance!
Explore this exciting, energetic introduction to the
moves found in pop and hip-hop dance, Disney
style! Using a crossover, jazz-based curriculum, we’ll
hop, leap, and learn to favorite Disney and other
age-appropriate musical selections. As we develop
a strong skills foundation, we’ll incorporate light,
age-appropriate hip-hop style elements.

F A C U L T Y Joseph Mitchell, Joy of Music & Song | Alissa Hall, Story Theatre | Ashley McCauley, Beginning Ceramics |
Gabby Salas, Hippity Hop Dance!
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PRE–GRADES K–3
|

stem & stories

Bring your growing, curious minds and explore lots
of amazing ideas across a variety of different ﬁelds.
Through a wide variety of fun, experiential activities,
young learners
investigate science,
stem & stories
technology,
_______________________
engineering,
June 6 – July 15
literacy, and math
periods 1 – 4
through a variety
8:10 a.m.–12:05 p.m.
of interdisciplinary
pre-grades 2–3
subject areas.
tuition: $1260
We’ll celebrate
lots of Eureka!
and Ah-HAH!
moments when
we ﬁnd answers
and discover
(YAY!) that
we “get it!”

Budding Einsteins
Explore scientiﬁc discovery while experiencing just how
amazing science can be! As we focus on the process of
scientiﬁc inquiry, we’ll make science fun, engaging, and
exciting!
Building Blocks
Discover basic architecture and engineering concepts
through drawings, models, walking tours, and fun projects!
We’ll explore geometry as we draw, analyze, and assemble
2-D shapes and 3-D solids. Best of all, we’ll build LOTS
of stuff!

H A L F – D AY C A M P S

where innovation & imagination meet

PRE 2 – 3

Pictures, Words, & Stories
Our love of language comes to life as we explore the
reading and writing process! We’ll encourage creative
expression through a variety of reading, writing, and art
projects—building conﬁdence and readiness as we read,
revise, illustrate, and publish books of our own.
Genius Squad Math 2 & 3
Through fun, hands-on activities, we’ll extend our
understanding of grade-level mathematical concepts as
we apply basic math skills to the real world. Using our
creative, critical, and math thinking skills, we’ll ﬁgure
out solutions to puzzles, math mysteries, and hands-on
problems!

F A C U L T Y Stephanie Regalado, Budding Einsteins | Tina Ivey, Building Blocks | Regina Potis, Pictures, Words & Stories |
Think Summer Faculty, Genius Squad Math 2-3
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PRE–GRADES K–3
|

high noon camp
high noon camp

________________________

June 6 – July 15
pre-grades 1–3
tuition: $675
periods lunch – 7
noon–3:30 p.m.
Campers share a supervised
lunch period together at
the beginning of camp.

F A C U L T Y Lori Hart | Laura Sierra

This recreational
half-day program
is perfect for kids
who want to take
an a.m. camp or
classes —or take
the morning off!
Campers enjoy
a balanced series
of activities,
including exciting
outdoor games,
leisurely indoor
play, and imaginative arts and
crafts. We’ll also
have a splashing
fun time in
the dazzling
Natatorium pool
twice a week!

H A L F – D AY C A M P S

PRE 1 – 3

BALANCED

ACTIVITIES

Enjoy exciting outdoor games, leisurely
indoor play, and imaginative arts and crafts.

Our schedule remains ﬂexible and is contingent upon
weather and appropriate health guidelines.
Be sure to bring a sack lunch and a water bottle each
day—and wear sunscreen, a hat, and athletic shoes.

10

PRE–GRADES K–3

ACTIVE

P L AY

Learn the fundamentals of sports by
practicing our skills through active play.

H A L F – D AY C A M P S

|

a.m. & p.m.
variety sports camp
PRE 1– 3

a.m. variety
sports camp 1–3

________________________

June 6 – July 15
pre-grades 1–3
tuition: $825
periods 1 – 3
8:10–11:05 a.m.

p.m. variety
sports camp 1–3

________________________

June 6 – July 15
pre-grades 1–3
tuition: $825
periods lunch – 7
noon–3:30 p.m.
P.M. campers share a supervised
lunch period together at the
beginning of camp.

Variety Sports
Camp offers
something for
everyone!
We’ll spend
each week
learning the
fundamentals
of at least two
sports and
practicing our
skills through
active play.
Activities
include soccer,
tennis, ﬂoor
hockey, ﬂag
football,
swimming,
volleyball,

ultimate Frisbee®, kickball, basketball, baseball,
and softball.
Our schedule remains ﬂexible and is contingent upon
weather and appropriate health guidelines.
a.m. and p.m. campers: Bring a water bottle each day
—and wear sunscreen, a hat, and athletic shoes.
p.m. campers: Also bring a sack lunch!

F A C U L T Y Monty Blodgett | Sarah Garcia | Justine LeMaster | Jeb Pinckley
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PRE–GRADES K–3

PRE 1 –3

Join us for this fun and enthusiastic approach to
reading! Paying
close attention
atomic readers!
to learning styles
__________________________
and reading
June 6 – July 15
levels, we’ll
tuition: $270
reinforce and
pre-grade 1
build on
period 1 8:10–9:00 a.m.
foundational
period 2 9:10–10:00 a.m.
skills. We’ll
pre-grade 2–3
experience a
period 3 10:15–11:05 a.m.
variety of literary
period 4 11:15–12:05 p.m.
genres as we
focus on phonics,
word-attack skills,
comprehension,
oral reading,
accuracy, ﬂuency,
language enrichment, vocabulary,
and writing.

F A C U L T Y Think Summer Faculty

FUN

&

ENTHUSIASTIC

Paying close attention to learning styles
and reading levels, we’ll reinforce and

ENRICHMENT CLASSES

|

atomic readers!

build on foundational skills.

We’ll extend the day’s achievements through
at-home reading activities—an essential element
of learning and success.
Suitable for students working at all levels.

12

PRE–GRADES K–3
|

bonjour paris!

Vive la France! The language comes alive as we learn
French avec joie and explore the fun Francophone
world of travel
song, art, history,
bonjour paris!
cuisine, and
________________________
imagination.
June 6 – July 15
From Paris
pre-grades 1–3
to Provence,
tuition: $270
we’ll share
Period 4 11:15–12:05 p.m.
culturally and
age-appropriate
experiences—
from boarding
a virtual plane
to France for un
voyage agréable
(ﬁrst class,
naturellement!)
to embarking
on le voyage
organisé en

FUN FRANCOPHONE WORLD
Embark on le voyage organisé en France
to “see” the highlights and attractions
of this beautiful country.

ENRICHMENT CLASSES

destination france

PRE 1 –3

language
comes alive

F A C U L T Y Stacey Lake

France to “see” the highlights and attractions of this
beautiful country. Quelle superbe expérience!
Food will be served in class on restaurant and airplane days.
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a little more Spanish
PRE 2 –3

PRE 1 – 3

¡Hola! If you have little or no knowledge of the
Spanish language, we’ll introduce you to basic
vocaublario
through
bienvenidos
delightful stories
a español
and cuentos,
__________________________
easy-to-sing
June 6 – July 15
cantos, energetic
pre-grades 1–3
juegos, and other
tuition: $270
age-appropriate
period 2 9:10–10:00 a.m.
actividades and
period 3 10:15–11:05 a.m.
proyectos. You’ll
period 6 1:40–2:30 p.m.
be magníﬁco
period 7 2:40–3:30 p.m.
by the end of
this course!

Ready for un poco más? If you already have
some Spanish language-experience, join us for a
faster-paced class
as we extend
un poco
vocaublario;
más español
__________________________
learn new
cuentos, cantos,
June 6 – July 15
and juegos;
pre-grades 2–3
tuition: $270
and engage in
new actividades
period 4 11:15–12:05 p.m.
and proyectos.
period 5 12:40–1:30 p.m.
Suitable for
students with
at least one year
of previous
Spanish-language
instruction,
including
attendance at a
Spanish-immersion
school.

No previous
Spanish-language
experience is
required.

F A C U L T Y Winnie Waltzer-Hackett

PRE–GRADES K–3

un poco más español

intro to Spanish for children

|

bienvenidos a español

ENRICHMENT CLASSES

QUESTIONS ABOUT PLACEMENT?
Email Señora Winnie at winniewh@comcast.net

F A C U L T Y Winnie Waltzer-Hackett
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PRE–GRADES K–3
|

genius squad!
genius squad!

__________________________

June 6 – July 15
tuition: $270
pre-grade 1
period 1 8:10–9:00 a.m.
pre-grade 2
period 2 9:10–10:00 a.m.
period 4 11:15–12:05 p.m.
pre-grade 3
period 3 10:15–11:05 a.m.

F A C U L T Y Think Summer Faculty

Extend your
understanding
of grade-level
math concepts!
Working
individually and
in cooperative
groups, we’ll
apply basic math
skills to real-world
situations.
Through games
and literature
connections, we’ll
use creative-,
critical-, and
math-thinking
skills to ﬁgure
out the solutions
to puzzles, math
mysteries, and

S H A R E

S O L U T I O N S

ENRICHMENT CLASSES

super sleuth math

PRE 1–3

Explore math—and discover its wonderful
connection to our world.

hands-on problems. We’ll share our solutions with
each other as we explore math—and discover its
wonderful connection to our world.
Suitable for students working at or above grade level.
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PRE–GRADES K–3

DANCE SHOWCASE
Monday, July 11

|

happily ever after

Fall under the spell of this magical, themed class
for the young ballet student! Centering on all
things Cinderella, we’ll introduce and enhance your
knowledge and skills of basic ballet fundamentals.
As we explore
the story line,
happily ever after
characters, and
_________________________
music of the
June 6 – July 15
well-known
pre-grades 1–3
ballet, we’ll
tuition: $285
integrate a
period 1 8:10–9:00 a.m.
variety of
Cinderella arts
and crafts,
including
costume design
and construction,
props, face
painting, and
age-appropriate
stage make-up.

GIRLS AND BOYS
are invited to join any
of our dance classes!
Boys’ attire (all classes): white t-shirt, black jazz
pants or dark cycle shorts, white crew socks,
black jazz shoes (canvas or leather sole).
Girls’ attire: Pink sleeveless leotard (no skirt
attachment), pink tights, pink regulation ballet
shoes; hair pulled back (off face and neck).

ENRICHMENT CLASSES

dancing with Cinderella

PRE 1 – 3

enhance
and explore

F A C U L T Y Karroll Candelaria-Bauer
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are invited to join
any of our dance
classes!

PRE 1–3

swan lake ballet

________________________

June 6 – July 15
pre-grades 1–3
tuition: $285
period 2 9:10–10:00 a.m.

Designed for
the passionate
young ballet
dancer who’s
already been
introduced to
the world of
ballet, we’ll
focus on skills
progression,
adding to our
knowledge of
basic ballet
fundamentals,
extending our
ballet vocabulary,
and working
through the
process of
learning ballet
choreography.

|
Girls’ attire: Pink sleeveless
leotard (no skirt attachment),
pink tights, pink regulation
ballet shoes; hair pulled back
(off face and neck).

ENRICHMENT CLASSES

swan lake ballet

Boys’ attire (all classes):
white t-shirt, black jazz pants
or dark cycle shorts, white
crew socks, black jazz shoes
(canvas or leather sole).

PRE–GRADES K–3

GIRLS & BOYS

DANCE SHOWCASE
Monday, July 11

Requirements: One
semester of ballet
class at a studio.

F A C U L T Y Karroll Candelaria-Bauer
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PRE–GRADES K–3

DANCE SHOWCASE
Monday, July 11

contemporary dance

PRE 1 – 3

rhythm & moves

__________________________

June 6 – July 15
pre-grades 1–3
tuition: $285
period 1 8:10–9:00 a.m.
period 4 11:15–12:05 p.m.

intro to tap dance

PRE 1 – 3

We’ve got the
rhythm, the
music—and the
moves! We’ll
laugh, move,
and learn as
we focus on
communicating
through body
movement,
exploring and
expanding
movement
possibilities and
skills in fun and
joyful ways!

This structured tap class introduces younger kids
to the joys of tap dance! As we cover the basic
tap-dance steps, we’ll learn coordination, rhythm and
musicality, and
memorization
tiny taps!
skills appropriate
__________________________
for our younger
June 6 – July 15
age group.
pre-grades 1–3
We’ll practice a
tuition: $285
rhythm-based
period 3 10:15–11:05 a.m.
dance routine
that gives all
our “Tiny Tap”
dancers a
chance to
really shine!

Boys and girls
attire: Comfortable,
non-restrictive
clothing (e.g.,
easy to move in).

F A C U L T Y Soﬁa Jensen

|

tiny taps!

ENRICHMENT CLASSES

rhythm & moves

Attire: Tap shoes.
Remember to
bring them to the
ﬁrst day of class!

F A C U L T Y Karroll Candelaria-Bauer
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PRE 1–3

PRE 1–3

Join us for a fun and enjoyable introduction to the
violin! We’ll learn how to hold the violin and bow,
place the left-hand ﬁngers to create different pitches,
draw the bow across the string to produce sound,
read notes, and play basic melodies. Along the
way, we’ll
work on playing
beginning violin 1
individually and
__________________________
together as a
June 6 – July 15
class ensemble.
pre-grades 1–3
tuition: $270
period 2 9:10–10:00 a.m.
period 3 10:15–11:05 a.m.

Requirements:
Appropriately
sized violin,
shoulder support
(shoulder rest or
sponge), and
rosin.
You may store
your violin in
class each day.

F A C U L T Y Carol Swift-Matton

If you’ve had at least six months of instruction,
continue to build your beginning-violin skills as we
practice proper technique, learn to read musical
notes and notation, and play beginning melodies
individually and
together as a
intermediate
class ensemble.

violin

__________________________

June 6 – July 15
pre-grades 1–3
tuition: $270
period 4 11:15–12:05 p.m.

Requirements:
Six months private
or class instruction,
appropriately sized
violin, shoulder
support (shoulder
rest or sponge),
and rosin.

PRE–GRADES K–3

intermediate violin

|

beginning violin 1

ENRICHMENT CLASSES

WE’LL SHOWCASE OUR SKILLS
with a performance during class on Thursday, July 14.

You may store
your violin in
class each day.

You may rent or purchase
violins locally at Robertson &
Sons Violin Shop, where the
staff will be able to ﬁt the violin
appropriately to your child.
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extended care for P.M. swim-lesson students

PRE 1 – 6

Enjoy safe, quality swim instruction in Albuquerque
Academy’s Natatorium pool! Swimmers are evaluated
and grouped by skill level. Instructor-to-swimmer
ratios are 1:5
for stations
p.m. swim lesssons
1–3 and 1:8
__________________________
for stations 4–6.
June 6 – July 15
pre-grades 1–6
Supervisors and
tuition: $460
lifeguards are
P.M. Swim A
3:40–4:10 p.m.
P.M. Swim B
4:20–4:50 p.m.

Red Cross/
CPR certiﬁed.
I M P O R TA N T !
Add Wet ‘n
Shivering if your
child has a p.m.
supervision gap
before or after his
/ her swim lesson.

PRE 1 – 6

wet ‘n shivering
extended care

_________________________

June 6 – July 15
pre-grades 1–6
tuition: $210
3:30 – 5:45 p.m.
Enroll your child in Wet ‘n
Shivering if there is a
supervision gap before or
after his / her swim lesson.

PRE–GRADES K–3

Because we must
staff appropriately
for extended-care
programs, we
cannot allow drop
ins. Late pick-up
fees apply.

All swim lessons
are 30 minutes.

F A C U L T Y Think Summer Aquatics Staff

Wet ‘n Shivering
provides
extendedcare activities
for swim-lesson
students in a
recreational
area near the
pool. Students
are closely
supervised
and escorted to
and from the
Natatorium Pool.

|

wet ‘n shivering

ENRICHMENT CLASSES

swim lessons

F A C U L T Y Lisa Spencer
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PRE–GRADES K–3
|

CAQ pre-team swim
CAQ pre-team swim

___________________________

June 6 – July 15
ages 5–12
tuition: $400
age 8 & under
period 1 8:10–9:00 a.m.
period 2 9:10–10:00 a.m.
ages 9–10
period 3 10:15–11:05 a.m.
period 5 12:40–1:30 p.m.
ages 11–12
period 6 1:40–2:30 p.m.

F A C U L T Y Lyndsay Irwin | Alan Senn

Charger
Aquatics
USA-Swimming
program offers
a summer
Pre-Team Swim
program to
experienced
swimmers
who are ready
to explore
competitive
swimming.
Grouped by age
as per the CAQ
Development
Progression
and teaching
structure,
swimmers work
with CAQ’s

DEVELOP

AND

REFINE

Program for experienced swimmers who
are ready to explore competitive swimming.

expert coaching staff and Senior Program T.A.
coaches to develop and reﬁne their swimming skills.
Swimmers will participate in two Wednesday
evening meets during weeks three and six.

ENRICHMENT CLASSES

instruction for competitive swimmers

ages 5 – 12

Swimmers must be water-safe, (i.e., able to swim
25 yards without stopping) and know the Backstroke
and Freestyle swim strokes.
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PRE–GRADES K–3

WE’LL SHOWCASE OUR SKILLS
with a performance during class on Thursday, July 14.

summer jump-rope club
PRE 2–3

We’ll be jumping for joy as we celebrate the timeless
art of skipping rope (now an internationally recognized
competitive
co-ed sport)!
hop, skip,
Whether you’re
and a jump
a complete
__________________________
novice or a
June 6 – July 15
seasoned jumper,
period 2 9:10–10:00 a.m.
we’ll have you
pre-grades 2–3
hoppin’, skippin’,
tuition: $270
and jumpin’
with lots of
fancy footwork.
We’ll focus on
individual rope
skills and do
some partner
to small-group
routines and
stunts using
short and long

F A C U L T Y Lisa Spencer

JUMPING

FOR

JOY

We’ll focus on individual rope skills and

ENRICHMENT CLASSES

|

hop, skip, and a jump

do some partner to small-group routines
and stunts.

ropes. If, along the way, your cardio ﬁtness,
endurance, muscle strength, coordination, and
rhythm sense improves, we’ll be having too much
fun to notice!
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PRE–GRADES K–3

PRE 1 – 9

A.M. Club provides a safe environment for students
to enjoy from
7:30 a.m. until
a.m. club
their 8:00 a.m.
(before care)
camp or 8:10 a.m.
_______________________
enrichment
June 6 – July 15
class begins.
pre-grades 1–9
tuition: $160
7:30 – 8:10 a.m.

drop ins?
Because we must staff appropriately for extendedcare programs, we cannot allow drop ins.

EXTENDED CARE

|

a.m. club
(before care)

Students are
escorted and
checked in
to their
respective
programs.

enjoy your
morning

You may enroll in
A.M. Club if your
child’s A.M. camp
or enrichment
class starts at
8:00 or 8:10 a.m.

F A C U L T Y Aric Trujillo
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PRE–GRADES K–3
|

lunch bunch

EXTENDED CARE

supervised-lunch

PRE 1 – 3

lunch bunch

_______________________

June 6 – July 15
pre-grades 1–3
tuition: $125
12:05 – 12:40 p.m.

F A C U LT Y

Think Summer Staff

Enrolled in a
morning camp
or classes—and
staying for the
afternoon?
Bring a sack
lunch and enjoy
a supervised
lunch period
with our Lunch
Bunch staff!
All students
are escorted by
ThinkSummer
staff and
checked in to
their respective
afternoon
programs.

All students in grades 1–3 must be supervised during
the lunch period.
Enroll in Lunch Bunch if your child is enrolled in an A.M.
camp or classes and will be staying for P.M. classes.
Do NOT enroll in Lunch Bunch if you child is enrolled
in a full-day camp, High Noon Camp, or P.M. Variety
Sports Camp. A supervised-lunch component is built
into these camps.
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PRE–GRADES K–3

SAFE

ENVIRONMENT

Arts and crafts, outside organized games
and free play, and board games.

|

day’s end

EXTENDED CARE

PRE 1 – 3

Day’s End provides a safe environment for children
to enjoy when 3:30 p.m. programs end. Activities
include arts
and crafts,
day’s end
outside
_______________________
organized
June 6 – July 15
games and
pre-grades 1–3
free play, and
tuition: $495
board games.
3:30 – 5:45 p.m.

drop ins?
You may enroll
in Day’s End if
your child’s camp
or class ends at
3:30 p.m.

Because we must staff appropriately for extendedcare programs, we cannot allow drop ins.

arts & crafts
games & play
F A C U LT Y

Shonn Schroer
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